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Cello Suite No. 2 in D minor
Gigue

Tyree Hastings, marimba

J.S. Bach
(1685-1750)

Capricho Arabe

Jacob Johnson, guitar

Francisco Tarrega
(1852-1909)

Suite #2 in D minor
Prelude

James Marshall, viola

J.S. Bach
(1685-1750)

La Cathédrale Engloutie

Carolyn Hall, piano

Claude Debussy
(1862-1918)

Dover Beach

EWU Chamber Ensemble, John Marshall, Director
Michael Sinitsa, tenor
Yekaterina Slyusarev, violin I
Ethan Seid, violin II
James Marshall, viola
John Marshall, cello

Samuel Barber
(1910-1981)
Aires Tropicales
Alborada (morning)
Son

Paquito D’Rivera
(b. 1948)

EWU Wind Quintet, Steve Friel, Director
Robyn Bowles, flute
Steve Friel, English horn
Nicole Johnston, clarinet
Ky Curry, horn
Michael McConville, bassoon

My One and Only Love

Quindrey Davis, drums
Tonya Ballman, piano
Chris Shephard, saxophone
Kyle Labish-Moad, bass

Guy Wood
(1911-2001)

Serenade

Justin Peterson, trumpet
Joshua Lindberg, piano

Franz Schubert
(1797 - 1828)

When Silent Night Doth Hold Me

Michael Sinitisa, voice
Yi-Chun Chen, piano

Sergei Rachmaninoff
(1873-1943)
Lyrics: Afanasy Fet
(1820-1892)
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